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TITLE AUTHOR ANNOTATION 

10 Blind Dates Elston, Ashley 

Sophie's large family wants to help her get over a broken heart so they set her up on 10 
blind dates, and make bets on who she will end up with. Going on the dates helps her find 
out who she is and what makes her happy. 

A Good Girl's Guide to 
Murder Jackson, Holly 

Five years ago there was a murder in Pippa's hometown. Everyone knows Sal Singh, the 
victim's boyfriend, was the murderer. Sal commited suicide in the woods a few days after 
Andi, the victim, disappears. Everyone believes Sal's confessional text. Everyone except 
Pippa. 

Almost American Girl Ha, Robin 

When Robin’s mother surprises her by moving them from Korea to Alabama, her new 
stepfamily and school make her feel even more isolated than she’s ever felt before. Robin 
turns to comics to help her learn American culture. When things go sour in her mom’s new 
marriage, Robin finds her life turned upside down again. 

Barely Missing Everything Mendez, Matt  

Juan and his mother, Fabi, live in El Paso where they struggle to make ends meet. Juan and 
his friends have big dreams that often seem unattainable because of their backgrounds and 
the troubles they experience as a result. The stereotyping they endure does not work in their 
favor either. 

Be Not Far From Me McGinnis, Mindy 

Ashley and friends are supposed to enjoy a fun weekend camping trip, but then she sees 
her boyfriend hooking up with his ex. In the chaos that follows, she is severely injured and 
lost in the Tennessee forest. With a hurt foot and no food or water, will her years of 
wilderness training help her find her way back to society?  

Black Enough: Stories of 
Being Young & Black in 
America Zoboi, Ibi (Editor) 

A collection of short stories from acclaimed black authors inlcuding Varian Johnson, Jason 
Reynolds, Renee Watson and Justina Ireland. The stories offer authentic depictions of black 
teens in the US from a wide variety of backgrounds, including mixed race and LGBTQIA+ as 
well as growing up feeling more white than black, feeling too black, and feeling disconnected 
for their heritage.  

Bloom Panetta, Kevin 

Ari wants to leave home and move to the big city with his band members. However, his 
father needs him to stay and help work at the struggling family bakery. Ari decides he can 
persuade his dad to allow him to go if he finds a suitable replacement for himself. Enter 
Hector, a culinary school dropout. As Ari begins training Hector to take his place, the two 
become closer and closer 

Break the Fall Iacopelli, Jennifer 

After a year of rehab on her injured back, Audrey Lee is ready for a comeback. Becoming a 
member of the US Gymnastic Olympic Team, but the road to getting there is fraught with 
complications As result, the team becomes divided. Will they ever be able to come together 
as a team to bring gold home to the US? 

Burn Our Bodies Down Power, Rory 

Margot has lived her entire life with a dysfunctional mother. Enen thought her mother never 
talked about her family Margot discovers where to find her grandmother. The first day at her 
grandmother's. a fire erupts on her property, and a girl is found dead. A girl that looks like 
Margot's twin. 
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Clap When You Land Acevedo, Elizabeth 
Two girls unnknown to each other, living in different countries, grieving the father who loved 
them both. What happens when they learn of each other's existence? 

Color Me In Diaz, Natasha 
Navaeh, a teen who is half jewish-half black is trying to figure her place in this world as her 
parents are going through a divorce, and she is finding first love. 

Cracking the Bell Herbach, Geoff 
After his sister's death, football saved Isaiah. Now after too many hits, football could kill him. 
Isaiah has some tough decisions to make. 

Dancing at the Pity Party Feder, Tyler 

Tyler is just beginning her sophomore year of college when she learns that her mother has 
cancer. Written and drawn with gentle humor, Tyler walks the reader through the grief 
process and how to make sense of living a "motherless" life.  

Day Zero Devos, Kelly 
In this dystopian novel, Susan "Jinx" Marshall is trying to prove her innocence while on the 
run after a bombing supposedlly caused by her father. 

Dear Edward Napolitano, Ann 

Twelve-year-old Edward is flying from New York to Los Angeles with his parents and 
brother. They are going to start a new life, but the plane crashes and kills everyone on board 
except Edward. Despite unimaginable grief, Edward finds healing with the help of his next 
door neighbor Shay and the love of his aunt and uncle.  

Deposing Nathan Smedley, Zack 

Nate meets Cam on the first day of 11th grade. They become fast best friends. Nate never 
thought he would end up having to tell a lawyer the story of how Cam stabbed him in 
stomach. 

Dig King, A.S. 

A big, sprawling family with potato farmer ancestors tackles their secrets and the issues that 
come with those secrets -- racism, privilege, surviving teenage-hood, drugs, abuse, anxiety, 
and finding purpose. 

Dragon Hoops Yang, Gene Luen 

Gene Luen Yang was never an athlete, but when he worked as a high school teacher he 
was intrigued by the hype surrounding the school basketball team. As the team works to 
reach the state finals yet another time, Yang gets to know the coaches and the players and 
discovers everyone has a story. 

Frankly in Love** Yoon, David  

Frank Li, a Korean American, knows his parents will never accept him dating someone not 
Korean. He devises a dating plan that unexpectedly helps him discover who he is and what 
it means to love. 

Golden Arm** Deuker, Carl  

Laz is a senior in high school who has a stutter when he speaks, an impoverished home, 
and a school that has decided to do away with his true passion, baseball. He gets an 
opportunity to play for a school across town, but this opportunity comes with sacrifices. Laz 
must choose between his dreams of becoming a major league pitcher or being who his 
family needs most. 

Grown** Jackson, Tiffany 

When high schooler and aspiring singer Enchanted Jones meets superstar Korey Fields, 
she thought it was going to be the chance of a lifetime. As she is pulled into Korey's world, 
Enchanted becomes alienated from her friends and family. How could her dream come true 
have become a living nightmare?  
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Hope and Other Punchlines Buxbaum, Julie 

A photograph from September 11, 2001, at the World Trade Center, made Baby Hope 
famous. Now a teenager, Abbi Hope Goldstein wants to just be Abbi. Noah believes his dad, 
who was in the photograph but disappeared, must still be alive. When they start working at a 
day camp for four year olds, Noah enlists Abbi’s help to discover the truth. But are they 
ready to know the truth? 

Hot Dog Girl Dugan, Jennifer 

Lou is looking forward to the best summer ever, but when she starts her job at the local 
amusement park she is a little disappointed. Not only was she assigned the hot dog 
costume for the summer, but this will be the last summer the park is open. Lou spends the 
summer scheming to keep the park open. 

I'm Not Dying With You 
Tonight 

Segal, Gilly and 
Kimberly Jones 

At a new school Campbell volunteers at the concessions stand to meet people and to get 
out of the house. Lena, a member of the school dance team, grew up in the neighborhood. 
Thrown together when a shooting occurs at a football game, the two must trust each other 
and work together if they want to survive the chaos that ensues and get home safely. 

If I'm Being Honest Wibberley, Emily 

Cameron thinks being brutally honest and makes her a better person, but all it does is make 
everyone at school think she is mean and selfish. She decides she is going to change her 
ways for herself and not because someone thinks she should. 

If These Wings Could Fly** McCauley, Kyrie 

In Leighton's last year of high school, she grapples with going to college, where she can 
escape her abusive father and complacent, and the guilt of leaving her sisters behind in a 
house that seems to fall apart and knit itself together around them. As her father's rage 
grows, a strange influx of crows begins to appear in town. 

If You're Out There Loutzenhiser, Katy 

Zan feels lost: her best friend moved away and "ghosted" her. Zan doesn't understand why 
Priya doesn't call or respond to emails but keeps posting weird Instagram posts. Coud she 
and Priya have really grown apart? Zan has no one to turn to until she gets the new guy 
Logan to help her solve the mystery. 

In Another Life Hunter, CC 

Chole's senior year isn't what it should be; her adoptive parents just divorced and her mom 
just has cancer. Starting at a new school just adds to the let downs that have become her 
life. Cash hasn't had it great, either. When these two meet, Cash is certain that Chole is 
really Emily, the kidnapped daughter of his foster parents. The drama that follows is gut-
wrenching, and the romance is just as powerful. 

Into the Streets: A Young 
Person's Visual History of 
Protest in the United States Bieschke, Marke 

From Pueblo uprisings to the war in Vietnam, the Boston Tea Party to the 2009 Tea Party, 
the Stonewall Riots to the March for Our Lives, Into the Streets covers the history of protest 
in the United States. 

Jackpot Stone, Nic 

Rico and her family struggle each month to make ends meet. One day all that changes: she 
knows who the mystery big lottery winner is and she is determined to find them in the hopes 
of receiving a part of the prize. Along the way, she develops a "friendship" with Zan Macklin 
and a new friendship with Jess, head cheerleader and homecoming queen. She also 
discovers not to judge a book by it's cover and that money isn't everything. 
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Jane Anonymous Stolarz, Laurie Faria 
In alternating chapters, Jane tells her story of being abducted (Then) and is trying to 
overcome her mental health and survivor issues (Now).  

Keep This To Yourself Ryan, Tom 

A serial kiler who disappeared. A friend mourning the loss of his best friend. A mysterious 
message from beyond the grave. Is the killer still out there or is he standing right in front of 
Mac? It's time for Mac to open his eyes and look around at those he considers his close 
friends. 

Killing November** Mather, Adriana 

November grew up in a nice, quiet New England town living the American Dream. At her 
new boarding school, she learns that she is part of a long line of elite strategists, influencers 
and leaders. Her roommate, Layla, seems to be annoyed by her but also oddly protective. 
Can November figure out who she really is and why so many people want her dead? 

Layoverland Noone, Gabby 

Bea Fox dies without warning, ending up in the last place she expected, Layoverland AKA 
Purgatory. Here she becomes a "guide" to those who need to find the one thing they regret 
that is holding them back from moving forward. Will Bea be able to let go, let her guard 
down and move on, just as she is helping others to move on? 

Love from A to Z Ali, S.K. 

Zayneb is a hijabi, a Muslim girl who chooses to cover her head for religious reasons. She 
meets Adam Chen, a Muslim convert who is going home for spring break. Their passion for 
life and love of their religion tells an amazing story of finding peace and standing up for what 
is right in a way that accomplishes a goal. 

Mooncakes Walker, Suzanne 

A witch follows a white wolf into the woods. She doesn’t know what to expect, but it most 
certainly isn’t a horse demon fighting with her childhood crush! With each other’s help (and 
some cute grandmas) they discover a cult wanting to harness werewolf magic for their own. 

Mortal Sight 
Rhoads, Sandra 
Fernandez 

Cera wants a normal life. She suffers from panic attacks and her mom makes them move 
every year, which hinders her chance at making friends. As soon as she becomes 
"Awakened" she sees into another realm and learns who she really is. 

Not Hungry Quinn, Kate Karyus 

June is a teen that is harboring a deep secret, she doesn't eat anymore. If she does take a 
bite every once in a while, it comes back up, she makes sure of it. Nobody knows her secret 
until Toby moves in next door and witnesses her making herself throw up in her backyard. 
This book portrays the friendship, betrayal, and struggle June has with her secret. 

Nowhere on Earth Lake, Nick 

Surviving a plane crash in the Alaskan wild while being chased by men in white who are 
trying to kill them, Emily, Aiden and Bob are on a dangerous adventure, one in which they 
will learn much about themselves and each other. 

Of Curses and Kisses Menon, Sandhya 

Jaya is attending a new boarding school. After learning who was behind the leaked photo of 
her that caused a scandal, Jaya devised a plan: attend his boarding school, get him to fall in 
love with her, and then break his heart. But things don't always turn out as planned.  

One of Us is Next McManus, Karen 

Sequel to One of Us is Lying. Eighteen months after Simon's reign of terror over Bayview 
HS, someone is playing copycat, picking up where Simon left off. Juniors Phoebe, Knox, & 
Maeve do not know who to trust anymore. It has become a dangerous game of Truth or 
Dare for them & other members of Bayview High.  
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Refugee 87 Fountain, Ele 

Shif is a smart 14-year-old attending school unaware of the extent of the brutality of his 
country's government. His mother has been planning a way to smuggle his best friend and 
him out of the country before their military conscription. However, the soldiers arrive before 
they are ready, and both boys are carted off to a much more horrible place than the military. 

Shadow of the Batgirl Kuhn, Sarah 

Cassandra Cain has been trained to be her father's assasin, but all that changes when her 
would-be victim speaks fondly of his daughter. Confused about her feelings, Cassandra 
hides out in the city wher she begins to envision a different future for herself. 

Six Angry Girls Kisner, Adrienne 

After being voted off of her school's mock trial team, Millie starts her own all girl team. Five 
other angry girls join her. Protest knitting is thrown in for some fun. Hearing from gay, trans 
and asexual girls is a plus.  

Slay Morris, Brittany 

By day, Kiera is an honor student, devoted girlfriend, and good friend, one of the few black 
students at her school. By night, she is Emerald, Queen & designer of the online VR game 
Slay. Everything is going well until a horrific event that has her worried that she will be outed 
as the developer & will be sued for a death she had nothing to do with.  

Stamped: Racism, 
Antiracism, and You Reynolds, Jason 

The history of racism from 1415 to the present: Jason Reynolds puts Ibram X. Kendi's work 
about antiracism ainto language we can all understand. 

Strange Exit Peevyhouse, Parker 

Lake is trying to awaken her fellow spaceship mates from a virtual world so they can get 
back to Earth. When she is in the sim, she has to try to remember what reality is, but the sim 
has different ideas. 

The Binding Collins, Bridget 

Even though books are forbidden, Emmett Farmer is apprenticed to Seredith, a bookbinder. 
During his apprenticeship, Emmett learns bookbinding is a calling and when done correctly 
and ethically, relieves those who come to the bookbinder of memories they wish to forget. 
He also discovers something that could change his life dramatically.  

The Blossom and the 
Firefly Smith, Sherri L. 

Set in Japan in 1945. Hana, who gets buried alive during a bombing and Taro a violinist who 
trains to be a kamikaze pilot cross paths and change each other's lives. 

The Bone Charmer Shields, Breeana 

Saskia's mother and grandmother were both bone charmers: one able to see the past; the 
other the future. Saskia, a third generation charmer, should be able to see the present. At 
the kenning ceremony where her path will be chosen, she grapples between fate and 
freedom, and the bones break, creating two realities for her, but only one future can 
survive.. 

The Bridge Konigsberg, Bill 

Aaron and Tillie are two strangers who find themselves on the George Washington Bridge 
one dark night with intentions of committing suicide by jumping. This book follows the two 
teens through the outcome of their choices in four different storylines. 

The Burning Bates, Laura 

Anna moved to a new school in a new town to escape cyberbullying. For a school research 
project Anna is researching a local woman who was rumored to be a witch and whose story 
has eerie similarities to her own. 
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The Degenerates Mann, J. Albert 

In the 1920s at the Massachusetts School for the Feeble-Minded, four girls become very 
close. Though they are treated as less than human and called vile names, their bond keeps 
getting stronger, so strong that they come up with a plan to escape. 

The Grace Year** Liggett, Kim 

Each year in Garner County, all sixteen-year-old girls are removed from their village and 
taken to a secret place. They must survive for one year to prove they are ready to be good 
wives when they return. No one talks about what happens during the Grace Year, but 
Tierney James is determined to survive to live a better life. 

The Greatest Treasure 
Hunt in History: The Story 
of the Monuments Men Edsel, Robert M. 

This book is about eleven men and one woman who were part of the "Monuments Men", a 
group that risked their lives during World War II trying to save and sometimes recover 
irreplaceable art and architecture from the Nazis.  

The Haunted Vega, Danielle 

Hendricks' family moves into Steele House, a partially renovated house in New York State. 
The house has a reputation for being haunted, and Hendricks begins to hear strange 
sounds and voices. Are they all in her head? Is her ex-boyfriend stalking her? Or is it 
something more menacing? 

The Hive** 
Lyga, Barry and 
Morgan Baden 

In a very realistic future, the online public becomes judge and jury for people's actions. 
Cassie, whose father is a famous hacker, finds a government conspiracy and becomes a 
target of this unjust justice system.  

The Kingdom Rothenberg, Jess 

Ana is a half-human half-android “princess" created to enhance The Kingdom's theme park 
experience. When she is accused of murder, it must be decided if an android has feelings 
and can commit murder. 

The Liar's Daughter** 
Peterson, Megan 
Cooley 

Just as she is ready to be initiated into the Community, the cult in which she has been 
raised, Piper is taken from her family by the government. Despite deprogramming, Piper 
misses her family and wants to return to the Community. 

The Lucky Ones Lawson, Liz 

How do you move on when you are holding on to so much anger? Ten months following a 
school shooting, May, the lone survivor of a school shooting, and Zach, the son of the 
attorney who has chosen to represent the shooter, cross each other's paths with unexpected 
consequences.  

The Raven's Tale Winters, Cat 

Edgar Allan Poe has a turbulent relationship with his muse Lenore, who is real -- and 
dangerous. Lenore encourages his passion for poetry and dreams of writing, in sharp 
contrast to the wishes of his practical and cruel foster father. Will Lenore save Edgar's 
creative spark, or will she be snuffed out forever(more)? 

The Rest of the Story Dessen, Sarah 

Emma Saylor Payne has never really spent time with her deceased mother's family. When 
her plans to stay with her best friend during her father's honeymoon fall through, there is no 
other choice than spending a few weeks at the lake with her maternal grandma and a large 
family she really doesn't know. It's weird at first, but as time passes she learns that the 
stories of where we came from make up a huge part of who we are.  
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The Revolution of Birdie 
Randolph 

Colbert, Brandy Birdie's strict parents enrolled her in a summer SAT class and made her give up soccer to 
focus on school. Birdie is secretly dating Booker, a boy whose stint in juvie will surely not 
meet her parents' standards. Aunt Carlene, a recovering addict, suddenly appears, exposing 
family secrets and upending Birdie's world. 

The Shadows Between Us Levenseller, Tricia 

Alessandra wants to control her own life. She makes plans to woo, wed and kill the Shadow 
King. As she puts her plan into action, she realizes that someone else is trying to kill the 
king, and she may have more feelings for him than she wants.  

The Vanishing Deep Scholte, Astrid 

Seventeen-year-old Tempe was left alone in a water-filled world. Fortunately, Tempe has a 
plan that has driven her life for the last two years: get enough notes to revive her dead sister 
for twenty-four hours and find out the truth. But will she be satisfied with the answers? 

The Voting Booth Colbert, Brandy 

Marva is very excited to vote for the first time. Duke is going to vote because his dead 
brother would want him to. Some unexpected complications turn voting day turn into an all-
day event for Duke and Marva. 

They Called Us Enemy 

Takei, George, with 
Justin Eisinger and 
Steven Scott 

George Takei, former Star Trek actor and now social activist, recalls his experiences during 
World War II. After his family was pulled from their home at gunpoint, they along with many 
other Japanese American were sent to internment camps for the duration of the war.  

Three Things I Know Are 
True** Culley, Betty 

Liv's life is so different since her brother accidently shot himself in the head at his best 
friend's house. Now the living room houses his hospital bed and all his equipment that is 
keeping him alive. Liv is not ready to let her brother go. 

Tweet Cute Lord, Emma 

Jack and Pepper, the children of rival Grilled Cheese stores, battle it out over Twitter, trying 
to out-tweet/out-gif each other. Their war to find Twitterverse’s favorite grilled cheese leads 
them discoveries about who they truly are both behind the app and in front of each other. 

Verify Charbonneau, Joelle 

Set in future Chicago where paper is illegal and crimes are a thing of the past, Meri is on a 
quest to learn about a word she has never seen before. This quest leads her to find out 
more about how her mom died and learn of a secret society that tries to preserve the history 
of the USA. 

Verona Comics Dugan, Jennifer 

Jubilee balances practicing cello with working at her stepmom’s indie comic shop. Ridley's 
parents own the biggest comic chain in the country, leaving no time for him or his anxiety. 
After meeting at a comic convention prom, they can't help falling for each other. But with 
feuding families and impossible expectations, can love really conquer all? 

Warrior of the Wild Levenseller, Tricia 
Rasmira, daughter of the village leader, was betrayed and exiled during her warrior trial. 
Now, she must complete an undoable task to be able to go back to her village and family. 

We Are Displaced Yousafzai, Malala 
A harrowing collection of stories of the immigration crisis currently occuring around the 
world. 

We Used to Be Friends Spalding, Amy 

Kat and James (a girl with a boy's name) were friends since Kindergarten, but during their 
senior year, their friendship is crumbling. This story deals with the heartbreak of losing a 
good friendship. 
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What Kind of Girl Sheinmel, Alyssa 

When the school's "All American Boy" track star is accused of hitting his girlfriend, everyone 
takes sides. Told from the point of view of the accuser and another girl, this novel touches 
on a huge range of challenges teens face today. 

What Unbreakable Looks 
Like** McLaughlin, Kate 

Lex has had it rough. Her mother's boyfriend sold her to be a sex worker. After being 
rescued, she lives with her aunt and uncle. She struggles to fit in and to trust anyone, but 
slowly finds the courage to open up. 

White Rose Wilson, Kip 
Sophie Scholl was a German college student who was against Hitler and all he stood for. 
She encouraged others to resist and was executed for her part in going against Adolf HItler. 

Winterwood Ernshaw, Shea 

Nora Walker comes from a long line of witches. She doesn't seem to have the powers that 
other Walker women have had. She does know that the white moth following her means 
death. Is it her death or one of the boys from the Camp for Wayward Boys? 

You Owe Me a Murder Cook, Eileen 

Kim is unsure about the next two weeks of her life. The idea of going to London with her 
boyfriend Conner was amazing until he wasn't her boyfriend anymore and cancelling wasn't 
an option. Meeting Nicki at the airport seems to make it better until she draws Nicki into a 
murder plot. What follows is a little bit of romance, some adventure and a whole lot of crazy.  

***TOP TEN   

 


